
That’s Vodka?! Yup, that is vodka. This is quite the experi-
ment in testing the boundaries of vodka. We recommend 
this as a stand alone product, that drinks like a spicy brandy. 

Gin has gotten a new lease on life in recent years, especially 
with a return to its flavor roots. Bright florals and citrus are
balanced against restrained juniper. Great combo of tradition
& modern perfect for your G&T or fun new craft creations!

Another simple pepper infusion, this one features the full
smokey flavor of everyone’s favorite green chile. An
amazing & familiar flavor with just a touch of heat to keep 
things interesting.

A straight infusion of habanero peppers into our vodka. A
truly healty kick of heat for your mix, followed by a
suprisingly sweet and delicate pepper flavor. Instense out
of the bottle, but a perfect simmer in a cocktail.

This vodka drinks like a dark spiced rum. A complex and 
flavorful profile of blackstrap molasses, orange peel, and a
fabulous array of spices. Plays just like your favorite island
spirit, or maybe even better.

Our Sweet Tea vodka is just what it sounds like. An infusion 
of black tea and cane sugar. Smooth and delectable, it is 
perfect for a Texas summer, or any other time really. 

This product is going to appeal to the whiskey drinkers out
there. This product spends time on toasted oak. Which
means it starts to pick up caramel & vanilla flavors alongside
the pecan. As well as a slight golden color. 

Our flagship product. This is an incredibly clean & smooth
handcrafted potato vodka. Excellent right out of the bottle,
and fabulous for mixing. It is gluten free &, in our humble
opinion, a superior experience. This is also our base for
creating all of our other products. 

our PRoducts

Sample flight of 3...........................................................$3.00
* Buy two flights & get a 7th tasting free! 
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